Maryland Trio Lo Village to Perform at Baltimore Soundstage on Feb. 28, 2019

Tickets On Sale Now Through 2/28 at RebelMusicCollective.com

BALTIMORE, Md. (PRWEB) February 21, 2019 -- To start off the new year, Lo Village is excited to perform at Baltimore Soundstage on February 28th at 8:30 pm. Purchase tickets online at RebelMusicCollective.com.

Baltimore Soundstage is a popular DMV concert venue, with past performers including J Cole, Pusha T, Jay Rock, J.I.D., CurrenSy, Mac Miller and more.

Performing alongside local artists Jahn Rome, Ciscero, and others, “this lineup is a great representation of the many different sounds coming out of the DMV right now ... we all have very versatile styles that will make for a high energy, ‘good vibes only’ show,” says Lo Village vocalist, Ama.

On the heels of four single releases in 2018 (each accompanied by its own unique visual), Lo Village is ready to showcase what they’ve been working on in 2019, including a preview to some of their freshest new music.

About Lo Village
Lo Village hails from Gaithersburg, Maryland, a well known breeding ground of hip hop and R&B legends ranging from Logic to Wale. Taking a new approach to modern day hip hop, Lo Village blends neo-soul, old school R&B, go-go, and traditional rap into a striking sound that instills both nostalgia and irresistible head-nodding in every listener.

About Rebel Music Collective
Rebel Music Collective is an independent entertainment company created in 2011. In 2016, the Collective debuted Lo Village's first project Last Summer, and has supported the group's production and management over the last three years. The Collective is managed by Kane Tabiri and Joe Banania. Learn more at RebelMusicCollective.com.
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